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grey wool carried my baggage to a train.   It was, I felt, the
next best thing to an emotional encounter with a coal-black
mammy.   For me, the thrill was identical with that afforded
to any American abroad by a glimpse of Tudor brick
cushioned sedately on shaved lawns—that sudden, exquisite
sense of butlers and ancestry.   Each time the Pullman
porter brushed me with his ineffectual brush, I too was
favoured with a sense of butlers and ancestry—of faithful,
coloured butlers and Virginian ancestry.   It is a wonderful
sensation : I know now why tourists troop to Haddon Hall,
Besides, there was a solid reason for welcoming the associa-
tion.   For on a continent that rings, from Sandy Hook to
Oakland, with vociferous professions of <c service," the
Pullman porter represents, so far as I know, the nearest
approach to service in any European sense,   He is not
servile; but he somehow manages to serve,   So does his
colleague in the dining-car,   Those iridescent smiles above
white and blue tunics remain, for me, the brightest feature
of American travel.   Frankly alarmed by Japanese, I
wither in the presence of Swedish chambermaids and
Croatian " helps/' impregnably entrenched behind an un-
known (and unknowable) language,   Czech tailors paralyse
my orders; and the Rumanian, who took my photograph
at a 10-cent store in Kansas City, broke all his promises with
impunity, since I dared not reproach him.   But with the
Pullman porter I am a man and—if he will permit the clichi
—a brother.   I can tell him what to do.   True, he does not
always do it.   I know his faults.   Did he not do his best to
leave my baggage on a siding at Bakersfield and send me
naked into the Mojave Desert?   But I could, at least,
explain the omission in language that he (and nearly all the
bystanders) understood.   For the Pullman porter is among
the rare English-speaking elements that the explorer of the
United States will encounter.   The English-Speaking Union
might, I think, do worse than give attention to his peculiar
value for their work of drawing closer the two nations
afflicted by that common (and rarely mastered) tongue ; for

